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Article 6

sexual to help a younger and confused
overt homosexual. The older man
needs pastoral guidance for his work :
guidance to avoid relapse himself and
to help the other person . This experiment could be extended to female
homosexuals. Finally, I should like to
refer the reader to my plan of life for
the homosexual which appeared in

The Homiletic and Pastoral Review,
January, 1962, "Counseling the Ho mosexual", 328-335.

paper, Catholic University of America
School of Canon Law, 1967-1968.
10. Homosexual Behavior Among '.faits,
N.Y., Hawthom, l 967, 193.
11. Henri J. M. Nouwen, " Homose>uality:
Prejudice or Mental Illness?" f\ 1tiollll
Oztholic Reporter, 11/29/67. 8.
12. Ethics of Sex, N.Y., Harper a!" Row,
1965, 278.

13. /..Qc. cit.
ADDITIONAL SELECT REFE~ 'iCES
Anomaly. 'The In vert. 2nd editio Baltt
more: Williams and Wilkins Co., J 48.
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William F. Colliton, Jr., M.D., F.A.C.O.G.
the publication of Pope Paul
encyclical letter, "Humanae
"on July 25, 1968, the problem
planning has received connotoriety in the public press.
passage of time will surely diminish
keen.interest, but the problems of
couples who desire to follow
dear direction of the Church will
These problems were dealt
in a very compassionate fashion
the Pontiff. I believe that in his
to the people of God, he
principles which today allow
planning assistance for almost
. Since the Fall of 1965, a
~ae1:at>.l e clinical experience has
accumulated in counselling on
regulation of birth within the
since reaffirmed by " HuVitae." Approximately three
of the female population
presented with cycles surregular (duration of cycle
within 7 days) to allow the

,
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practice of calendar rhythm or thermorhyt.hm. Another 10-1 5 percent were
either only slightly irregular (variance
9-1 0 days) and/ or were sufficiently
motivated to accomplish the family's
goal utilizing thermo-rhythm. Another
ten percent of the patients counseled
tequired "sequential therapy" as o utlined below. In order to focus a little
light o n the positive concepts of
" Humanae Vitae" and particularly to
draw attention to the sequential
method of family planning available
to women with irregular cycles, this
paper is presented.
It has long been acceptable to define
a woman as irregular if the duration of
her cycles varied more than seven days.
It has long been recognized that the
notion of a 28-day cycle, which has
been derived mainly from hospital case
records and patient histories obtained
in the office, persists in spite of
evidence that menstrual cycles de-
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scribed in retrospect have lHtle validity
as far as scientific evidence is concerned. Several physicians and other
interested scientists at Georgetown
University conducted a study of the
duration of menstrual cycles, recording
a prospective accoun ting that began
with the January 1964 menstrual
period and continued through December 1965. The results presented in the
study were obtained from 2,3 16
women who contributed a minimum
of 10 cycles each, none of which
occurred within 6 months postpartum.
These women contributed a total of
30,655 cycles. Of the women in said
stud y, 77% had average cycle lengths
between 25-3 1 days, that is within the
seven-day range of variance that was
mentioned at the outset. To present
the Georgetown data in another
fashion which supports the seven-day
rule of thumb, the arithmetic average
of the 30,655 cycle lengths is 29.1
days with a standard deviation of 7.46
days. 95.4% of the total cycles
measured ranged between 15 and 45
days in length. When only those cycles
were considered, the variability is
sharply reduced with a standard deviation of 3.95 days. Some of God's
mercy was demonstrated by the
fact that variability is lowest for the
women aged 25-39 years, the peak
childbearing years, and highest for the
15-19 year-old women.
While the reliability of rhythm, and
particularly thermo-rhythm in family
planning has been demonstrated in the
scientific literature when women with
regular cycles are studied, the d ifficulties both in obtaining success and in
placing stress upon the happily married
couple with women who have irregular
cycles are well known. This stress and
lack of success is particularly troublesome for women who are not only
irregular, but particularly those who
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are irregularly irregular, ha\'ing cvcles
ranging from 28 to 60 or 90 Jays.
Listen to Pope Paul's words tu m ~ n of
science and later to doctors and m• dical
personnel regarding this problerr "We
wish now to express our encourag ment
to men of science, who can C< 3iderably advance the welfare of r
and the family ' along with r
conscience, if by pooling their
they labor to explain more tho
the various conditions favoring
regulation of births." It is part
desirable that, according to 1
already expressed by Pope P
medical science succeed in p ro'
sufficiently secure basis for a reg
of birth, founded on the obsen
natural rhythms. In this way , s·
and especially Catholic scient
contribute to demonstrate it
fact that, as the Church t eache
contradiction cannot exist be
divine laws pertaining to !1 • · transmission of life and those per ' •ing to
the fostering of authenic
njugal
love."
A little later on, speaking t
and medical personnel, the Po
as follows: " We hold those p.
and medical personnel in tL
esteem who, in the exercise
profession, value above ever human
interest the superior demand!. ()f their
Christian vocation. Let them ! rsevere,
therefore, in promoting on e~ 'ry occa·
sion, the discovery of solution! nspired
by faith and right re!lson, .••t' them
strive to arouse this conviCt.on and
this respect in their associ.•ies. Let
them also consider as theu proper
pro fessional duty the task of .Jcquiring
all the knowledge needed in this delicate sector, so as to be able ,.) give to
those married persons who consult
them wise counsel and healt,,y direc·
tions, such as they have a right to
expect."

~M=nh~d with these considerations,

any way that help can be
to those wo •nen for who m
or thermo -rhy thm is relat vely
The answer is a firm " Y · "
affirmative response is based ;
well-known medical facts that t1 e
of the womb which has be(;n
to estrogen, the first ovarian
will bleed or shed in the
of a normal menstrual period
progesterone, the second ova•ian
, is administered for several
and then withdrawn. Several
around our nation have
utilizing this sound Jlledical printo try to regularize the cycles of
women in such a fashion as ·
for the practice of rhythm.
approach was arbitrarily entitled,
therapy", as the medication
IIUI~ent-or·oszest.erll
combinatio n or
Pill" ) is administered after or
t to the anticipated time of
if one considers the 77% of
mentioned in the Georgetown
as a norm. Thus "sequential
is the administration of a
BtJ~ro,n•
rogen combination or
if you prefer, during the latter
of the cycle as will be outlined in
detail shortly. It is important to
that it certainly is not the
several commercially available
on the market, C-Quens
d by the Lilly Company
Johnson's Oracon, to mention
of the original products which
been copied now by several other
manufacturers. All should underthat these drugs utilize estrogen
period of 15 days and then an
combination for
days so as to truly mimic
menstruaJ cycle. However,
when taken as directed are
100 percent contraceptive. As
ted, the approach to
:w1uru:d in not essentially contra-

ceptive. For the sake of clarity , we
repeat, sequential therapy is the
administration of " the pill" du ring
the second half of the cycle (most
frequently from days 16-25 of the
cycle) in order to induce regular menstruation so as to permit the practice
of rhythm.
How does the patient put "sequential
therapy" into practice? She does this
by following the instruction sheet
entitled,
" THE PRACTICE OF
RHYTHM FOR WOMEN WITH
IRREGULAR CYCLES", which reads
as follows :
Many women have irregular periods and
~e interval between their menstrual cycles

longer than twenty-eight days. For th ese
women it is very difficult to practice rhythm
~cause they ~an never be sure when they
~· have a penod. At the present time th ere
IS a mefl\od available which will make their
periods more regular and enable them to
practice rhythm successfully. This method
of regulating periods requires that you take
one of the prescribed tablets daily starting
on day 16 of the cycle and finishing on day
25. lt is very important that you take the
ten pills faithfully on the days prescribed.
The chart wltich we give you with these
directions is to help you accomplish this. The
frrst day that menstruation begins is day 1,
~e next day, day 2. Count up to day
stxteen of the cycle and begin taking the
tablets one each day for te.n days. Usually
tht~ to five days after you have stopped
takmg the tablets youi period will begin.
While you are taking the tablets in this
manner ~ou may note that your periods
are scantier than usual. This is normal and
need not worry you. Occasionally women
taking these tablets experience nausea and
v~miting. If you take the tablets after your
b1ggest meal or at bedtime with a little
milk, the nausea should be minimal. If
n~~sea and vomiting should become a problem please call our office and we will tell
you what you may use to relieve the
<lifficul ty.
IS

T~ng ~ablets in this manner, rhythm is
practiced m the following way: From day
one to day eigh t of the cycle it is safe to
have intercoUJ'se withou t fear of becoming
pregnant. Remember that day one is the
frrst day that menstrual flow begins. From
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day nine to day eii:hteen you may not have
relations. f rom day nineteen until th e onset
of the next period it is perfectly safe to
have intercourse without fear of becoming
pregnant. Occasionally a period will begin
three to five days after you finish taking
the tablets, but may be delayed until the
seventh day after stopping the tablets. If
this should happen do not be frightened
that you may be pregnan t because if you
have followed the above directions you will
not be pregnant. If you do not have a
period within seven days refrain from inter·
course and call this office.
It is essent ial that you write down the
dates when you take the pills and when your
periods occur. Also record any ill effe~ts
which you experience while taking the pills
and the days on which you had intercou rse.
Please send us these records every three
months so that we can keep an accurate
menstrual history in your record while you
are taking the tablets.

The chart referred to in this instruction sheet is the calendar-half of
the forms supplied by the Ortho &
Syntex Drug Firms. Most of our experience has been obtained utilizing the
Ortho Drug Company 2 mgm. preparation called Ortho-Novum. This has been
administered starting on day 16 of the
cycle and terminating on day 25 so
that 10 tablets are ingested each month.
Recently , a smaller body of experience
has been obtained utilizing only 5 or 8
pills per month. When 8 tablets are
utilized one also commences on day 16
but fmishes on day 23. When 8 or 10
tablets are utilized, the rhythm instructions as outlined calling fo r a resumption of relations on day 19 remain in
force. When only 5 tablets are administered, beginning on day 18 and
ftnishing on day 22, instructions are
altered to allow the resumption of
relations only after day 20 has arrived.
While only a limited amount of clinical
data has been collected with the use of
5 pills per month, this system has not
worked well , even for women whose
periods are slightly irregular, i.e . every
23-32 days as an example. Where
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women have tended to vary more irregularly, i.e. fr om day 28 to 45 or 60, it
seems necessary to supply a 'tlin·mum
of 8 and more frequently t ·e J J pills
per month. More clinical trial is teeded
before a valid judgement can t ~ made
about fewer than 10 pills per n ·''lth.
What about clinical experie
this approach? Sequential the.
been employed since the S
1965. I practice obstetrics a
cology as one of three part•
are blessed with an active
obstetrical cases. As thorougi•
of our office records as such a
permits indicates that fifty-on,
have been instructed in s
therapy. As of February , 19t
of 636 calendar months e . ·erience
has been documented. The dv .tion of
therapy has ranged from 4 8 ; . ·nths to
zero months. This latter
occurred only once and j.
patient who took two tablet
severe migraine headache
prudently discontinued the n•.- ;;cation.
Another four patients emp yed sequential therapy for one or t"' months
and discontinued this approa because
of psychological reasons very requent·
ly encountered in women ' .ng
piJJ". TI1e results have been • ost gratify ing. All of these women •d cycles
which normally varied more
days in duration. Over 50
them could be described as regularly
irregular, with cycles rangin· from 30
to 45 or 90 days. When 111 pills per
month are administered reg•Jiar menstruation can be assured if th! rhythm
instructions are also follov. ed. OnlY
one patient to our knowledg< failed 10
menstruate following withdt awal of
"the piJJ". She was found to be hy~
thyroid and after proper treatlllen
was perfectly regular taking 10 pills
per month .

"tb:

To date two pregnancie• have oc-

. One of these occurred in a
of four children (all by Caesection) who fi tted the dcscripabove of a woman who is
irregular. Following the
of her third child, she "as
on "sequential therapy" s
The facts surrounding l'1e
of her four th ch ild are as
Her last normal monthJy
occurred on the 6th ~.; f April,
The 16th day of her cycle
with the anniversary of her
birth. It thus occurred that
commenced taking " the pills"
and celebrated the fa mily
mentioned by h,1ving coitus.
cy was subsequently conour office and ~he has since
a very healthy baby. If one
this bi rthday celebration case
mathematical formu la it would go
like this: coi tus plus fert ile
plus pills equals conception.
this method is definitely
contraceptive and thereit can be morally acceptable.
second pregnancy occurred fairly
in a 22 year old gravida four,
(this patient is awaiting her
delivery and has had one set of
The circumstances surrounding
conception are not available as the
"lost the records". It is my
view that this method failure
be attributed to the attending
who faile d to recognize the
of restriction of intellectual
suffered by this individual. While
approach to fa mily planning
not seem too sophisticated to
of medicine or modern moralthere is no question in my mind
With cases like this the physician
insist on talking to the husband
Wife together. This I failed to do.
granting that this conception
a sequential therapy method
the results to date yield a

pregnancy rate of 2 per hundred
women years. This compares favorabl y
with all methods available today except the " pill " taken twenty days per
month .
If this method is not absolutely contraceptive, to what factor can one
assign this remarkable success rate?
Motivation . The patients involved in
this study in the main are religious
women who needed help but who
resisted the idea of contraceptive assistance which is available in our
offices. The significance of motivation
in the success of any family planning
approach was recently demonstrated
at a symposium held at Johns Hopkins
University School of Medicine entitled ,
"Vaginal Contraception in the Era of
the Pill". Aquiles J. Sobrero, M.D. ,
Director, Margaret Sanger Research
Bu~eau, New York, N.Y.. made the
following statement: " But you must
consider motivation. For example, we
can match the results of the oral pill
with rhythm. We have a small group of
fertile and deeply religious women who
abstain from intercourse from the start
of menses until we check the temperature chart every month and see the
biphas1c postovulatory changes. There
have been no pregnancies in this group
fo; over a year." Charles F. Westoff,
Ph.D., Professor and Chairman, Department of Sociology, Princeton, N.J.,
presented a study which compared the
accidental failure rates for different
contraceptives for the fi rst few years
of marriage and projected this "accidental rate" continuing throughout
married life. "Married women would
have ten 'accidental' children. So,
obviously something happens, since
these large families do not materialize",
the doctor stated. He added, " We found
that ~ ; en the last child a couple
wanted we;~ born, contraception began
to be used with regularity and consistency. At this time, any method of
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contraception was effective, including their lives. Rhythm and the use of
the rhythm method." My understand- sequential therapy as we are outl ning
ing of contraception is any positive it here, can indeed be illicit. Pope Paul
intervention in the act of intercourse states the proposition as follows.
or in the functioning of the body in
" In relation to physical, ! cor.omic,
order to assure the infertility of a
psychological
and S<>cial conr 1tions,
voluntary act of intercourse. Rhythm
responsible
parenthood
is exe ·cised,
is periodic continence or self restraint,
either
by
the
deliberate
and
ge •;.;rous
especially in restraining from sexual
decision
to
raise
a
numerous
far·
ly, or
intercourse. Dr. Westoff may consider
family planning and contraception as by the decision, made for grave .1tives
interchangeable words, a consideration and with due respect for the me .! law,
to avoid for the time being, or t n for
which many of us would take excepan interminate period, a new bi, 1" .
tion to, but all should be able to agree
that his report indicates the vital posi"Responsible parenthood 'a!
tion of motivation in achieving desired above all implies a more p H
family size.
relationship to the objective
When discussing the licitness of order established by God, of v ich a
rhythm as opposed to contraception right conscience is the faith ful mter·
in "Humanae Vitae" , Pope Paul says~ preter. The responsible exer, e of
"It is true that, in the one and the parenthood implies, therefor · that
other case, the married couple are husband and wife recognize ft "- their
concordant in the positive will of own duties towards God,
..;ards
avoiding children for plausible reasons, themselves, towards the fan .· and
seeking the certainty that offspring towards society, in a correct Ju. MchY
will not arrive; but it is also true that of values."
only in the former case are they able
to renounce the use of marriage in
" In the task of transrnitt· 5 life,
the fecund periods when, for just therefore, they are not free to oceed
motives, procreation is not desirable, completely at will, as if the) could
while making use of it during infecund determine in a wholly autor J mous
periods to manifest their affection and way the honest path to fo lio ·; but
to safeguard their mutual fidelity. By they must conform their acti .•ty to
so doing, they give proof of a truly the creative intention of Gc'i , ex·
and integrally honest Jove". lt is pressed in the very nature of marriage
evident that the placing of the coital and of its acts, and manifested by the
act as a demonstration of married love constant teaching of the church '
in a non-contraceptive fashion is a
noble action. This is so even when
To me it seems appropriate to be
husbands and wives time their action thankful for the theoretical .lispute
of becoming one in Christ so as to which has brought tremendous quesmake unlikely the reproductive po- tion to the minds of many of the
tential of their action . This also makes faithful concerning the use or "the
sound the principle which states that pill". For it was this theoret it:al ~
realization of a couple's reproductive pute that produced many beautiful
potential can at times be a bad action. and moving writings about the use of
Pope Paul's encyclical makes very clear the conjugal act as a demonstra ;ion of
that a couple must have sound reasons married love . This has been done by
for applying this latter principle to observers who took opposing views of
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of "the pill" for contrapurposes, In either instance we
be thankful for th-:: obser•.Itio n of
ndous dignity of the mar.,age
and of the possibly divine n• '~: re
marital act. Thi:. is the langl.- ,e
Paul uses to describe conju .1
means of the recipro t.al
gift of self, proper ar>d excluthem, husband and \ fe tend
the communion of their beings
of mutual personal perk ction,
with God in the generaand education of new lives."

cU U U£11LI.III

steps must be taken to make refamily planning adv1ce available
couples who de )ire to follow
clear teaching of the Church? A
attitude and a little patience
••••h''"' rhythm is aU that is needed
the wife is blessed with regular
tion. Dr. Jo hn Marshall's
"The Infertile Period" is a Irehelp, particularly when the
needs advice regarding temperarhythm. Because even the most
woman is occasionally S-7 days
and because of the psychological
produced by viewing the
post-ovulatory temperature rise,
latter method is my preference in
where rhythm will suffice. In
of women with irregular and
irregular cycles, all who
had any experience in obstetrics
gynecology know that the sueuse of rhythm or thermo-rhythm
an impossibility. So far
it has proved impossible to induce
within a reasonably predicttime. My own experience indicates
extremely regular menstruation
be obtained without the absolutely
effect that twenty day
produces. A recent article which
this fact was written by Drs.
and Greenblatt and apin the April, 1966 edition of

'Obstetrics and Gynecology". These
men were treating conditions producing
abnormal uterine bleeding. What must
occur to make sequential therapy
better known? Those of us who have
had the happy experience of helping
these irregular women become regular
utilizing 8 or 10 pills per month must
document their results. This scientific
data should be collected and prepared
for publication in one of our obstetrical and gynecological journals.
To this scientific data there should
be appended the moral theological
opinion of men reknown for their support of "Humanae Vitae". Taking an
estrogen-progesterone tablet is in itself
an indifferent act. Pope Paul said this
in paragraph IS of his recent encyclical;
"The Church, on the contrary, does
not at all consider illicit the use of
tho se therapeutic means truly necessary to cure diseases of the organism,
even if an impediment to procreation ,
which may be foreseen, should result
therefrom, provided such impediment
is not, for whatever motive, directly
willed." What is needed is a current,
well developed comment on the licitness or lack thereof of taking the pill
in sequential fashion.
In conclusion let me say that my
faith tells me that the Roman Catholic
Church is the agent deputized by
Christ to help us, guide us to our
ultimate and only sensible goal of life,
union with God in heaven. In this role
the Roman Catholic Church has consistently held to the doctrine that
contraception is infrinsically immoral.
Let us hope and pray that after the
positive words Pope Paul had for us
this past summer, and let's face it
someone had to be mighty unhappy,
let us hope and pray that the entire
Mystical Body, bishop, priest and layman will unite behind him in the
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interest of unity. 'Family planning
utilizing rhythm may not always be
easy, but let's keep it in perspective.
Let us remember what the Son of God,
our good leader Jesus Christ, as man,
did for each of us. The greatest love
story ever told, total obedience to the
Father for our sake, even to His own
death on the cross. Let us in our turn
be obedient to His spouse on earth,
the Church , utilizing all of the gifts of
sdence and theology He has given us
as we also strive to be obedient to His

will as expressed by the Church.
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Physician Reflects 0 n Ths Bishops' Pastoral
''Human Life In Our Day" 1

;

'(

Vitale H. Paganelli M.D.
challenges or invitatior > have
made more directly ro the
Catholic ph).->ician than that
in the American Bishops'
Pastoral. Thus, "we endorse
establishment of diocesan family
centers throughout the country
Christian couples, physicians ...
cooperate in implementing responparenthood in accordance with
principles enunciated in Humanae
Or again , "we also hope to
-···'-"··'- centers of education in
life under the auspices of local
schools or doctors' guilds",
etc., etc. If the St. Luke's Guild
before had a solid raison d'etre,
most certainly do now.

. Paganelli, a graduate of New
Medical College, is in private
in Glenn Falls, N.Y. He is a
contributor to the Linacre
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There is no need to belabor Che
proposition that family life is important. This has been well explicated
from the time of the ancient Greek
who recognized in the family the
primordial cell of a healthy polity. The
recent Pastoral of the American
Bishcps' recognizes and reaffirms the
family not only as an important social
structure but also as the vital center of
a Christian existence.
One no tes in the above quoted passages addressed to physicians that the
principles of Humanae Vitae are to be
brought into living contact with the
Catholic family via, at least in part, the
Catholic physician.
Conflict may arise because of personal beliefs concerning Humanae Vitae. I
think that it may safely be said that it
is not t!.e province of the physician to
offer a critique of the encyclical's
theology, no more than would it be the
Pope's province to comment authoritatively on Dr. Bernard's technique of
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